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In dialogue, problems in understanding are resolved through mechanisms such as clarification and repair. Listeners pro-
vide feedback (verbal/vocal signals, e.g, hm, uh-huh; head gestures; facial expressions) to unfolding utterances, which
speakers may immediately take into account by adapting their ongoing language production. Feedback is important for
efficient communication, as emerging problems can be solved before they become critical, or production can be discon-
tinued upon understanding. Endowing artificial conversational agents – dialogue systems, virtual agents, robots – with
such intelligently interactive means of communication has the potential to make them more natural and efficient.
Previously, we presented cognitive/computational models for interpreting listener feedback through probabilistic mental
state attribution, incrementally adapting ongoing utterances to this attributed state, and eliciting feedback when necessary
[1]. We showed that participants in an interaction study with such an ‘attentive speaker agent’ provided natural feedback
and noticed that it was attentive and adaptive [2].
Here we present results investigating whether understanding in interaction with such an agent is reached more efficiently
than with conversational agents that are not attentive to their interlocutors’ needs. Participants engaged in an information
presentation task with one of three embodied agents: the attentive speaker agent (AS), a lower-bound baseline agent that
did not adapt to participants’ needs (NA), and an upper-bound baseline agent that always explicitly asked participants
whether it should repeat information (EA). We measured costs of the interactions in terms of duration, and performance
in terms of understanding (operationalised via recall).
As expected, interactions in target condition AS were shorter than in condition EA and longer than in condition NA.
Similarly, participants’ performance in target condition ASwas lower than in condition EA and higher than in condition NA.
Analysing the efficiency (ratio of performance to costs) of the interactions, we found that interactions with the attentive
speaker agent were more efficient than interactions in condition EA (factor 1.18), but less efficient than interactions in
condition NA (factor 0.55).
The results show that taking user feedback into account in human–agent interaction and adapting to it makes commu-
nication more efficient than when explicitly ensuring users’ understanding. Not adapting was even more efficient, but
found to be less helpful and cooperative [2]. Being able to speak attentively can thus be regarded an important step
towards natural, smooth, and efficient interaction with artificial conversational agents.
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